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Collection Description

Biographical Note
The Metts family descended from George Washington White and his wife, both slaves living in Rex, Georgia. They were members of the Rocky Mount Baptist Church of Rex, Georgia and helped to build the church. Married over 50 years, they were the parents of 14 children. One of these children, Hanie White, born a slave in 1860, married Mose Metts. They remained in Rex, Georgia until his death.

Scope and Content Note
The collection consists of a family Bible and miscellaneous photographs and genealogical materials of the Metts family from 1919-2002. The family Bible, purchased by the Rev. J.A. Solomon on August 19, 1912, belonged to Hanie White Metts Solomon and records Metts family births, deaths, and marriages. Hanie Solomon recorded information in the Bible that occurred prior to its purchase as dates range from 1873 to 1956. The remainder of the Metts family papers includes a family tree of Hanie White Metts and Mose Metts’ descendents, an obituary of Mary Metts Parham, one of their children, and miscellaneous family photographs, most of them reproductions. There is also a copy of an honorary hunting and fishing license presented to Lee Metts by the State of Georgia in 1947. Probably the most interesting item in the collection is a letter that details family accounts of life under slavery, written by W. Franklin Carmichael, Jr. in 1998.

Arrangement Note
Arranged by record type.
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